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K3300
Wireless Keyboard 

Thank you for choosing this wireless keyboard and ,please read 
the manual carefullly before use this combo.

1.

Applicable Systems
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, MAC OS operating system.

5. 6.

Function of keyboard specification

Contents:
K3300D

K3300D
1. Mode:
FN+1: 2.4G, light turns red
FN+2: BT 3.0, light turns green
FB+3: BT 5.0, light turns blue
In the Bluetooth mode, Bluetooth 3.0 and Bluetooth 5.0 can be 
searched by the device.

2. Matching code
2.1 2.4G: Under the mode of 2.4 G, the indicate light flashes red, press 
ESC and = for 3s at the same time, then the keyboard enter the state 
of matching code. Insert the receiver to the USB port of device, then 
light stops flashing and keyboard work normally. If code match failed, 
after 20s, the keyboard will fall asleep. Repeat the above steps to try match 
code again.
2.2 BT3.0: Under the mode of BT3.0, the indicate light flashes green, 
and the keyboard will try to connect the last device automatically, if it 
failed then enter open mode, green light flashes fast, then the BT3.0 and 
BT5.0 can be searched. Please choose the correct device according to the 
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FN +↑: PAGE UP
FN +↓: PAGE DOWN
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Working Environment: 
● The receiver should be far away from the monitor, outside disc driver 
   or other electronic products. 20 CM distance is suggested in order to 
   prevent the radio disturbance produced by other electronic products.
● The radio signal can penetrate lignin, glass and other the non-metallic 
   objects, realizing 360 degree free transmit, however, it can not 
   penetrate the metal materials. So please not put the mouse, keyboard
   and the receiver onto the metallic tabletop. The ideal distance is above
   20 CM.
● Please be sure there is no big metal between the mouse (keyboard) 
   and receiver, other wise the connection will be affected.
● Optical mouse is suitable for operating media wooden, paper or cloth, 
   but not for the ratent, such as glass and smooth rubber.  A mouse pad 
   is needed in such environment.
● The standardized receiving distance we offered is under certain radio 
   disturbance environment, the normal environment are better, the 
   actual receiving distance is higher than standardized, but if 
   mix-machine, motor, electric drill and other strong electronic 
   equipments operating nearby, which may lead to slowly receiving or 
   other abnormity.

Debugging Tips:
● Check the receiver again, and make sure it is connected to the 
   USB port.
● Check the battery direction should be correct.
● Re-establish the mouse (or keyboard) and the receiver 
   communication channel.
● Reduce the distance of the receiver and the mouse (or keyboard).
● Change new battery. 
●  Put the “On/Off” button to “On”.

3.

4. Support multiple layout
FN+Q: APPLE layout
FN+W: ANDROID layout
FN+E: WINDOWS layout
In different layout, multimedia key have different function.
Note: some keys’ function may can not work properly because of 
the system
 

Bluetooth version of device. If connect failed in 2 minutes, the keyboard 
will sleep. Press one key to awake it.
2.3 BT5.0: Under the mode of BT5.0, the indicate light flashes blue,and 
the keyboard will try to connect the last device automatically, if it failed 
then enter open mode, blue light flashes fast, then the BT3.0 and BT5.0 
can be searched. Please choose the correct device according to the 
Bluetooth version of device. If connect failed in 2 minutes, the keyboard 
will fall asleep. Press any one key to awake it.

3. Disconnect Bluetooth
3.1 Press FN+ 1/2/3 switch to corresponding mose, the the corresponding 
mode light flash faster, then the Bluetooth enter open mode. 
3.2 Untie Bluetooth in the device

K3300G
1. Mode
2.4G Connection.

2. Matching code
Esc+Q

3. Multimedia function: 
FN+F1-F12:backward, forward, homepage, email, music, 
pause/play, stop, previous, next, volume +, volume -, mute.
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K3300共用
海外标准说明书

设计说明：

1、尺寸：90x135mm(公差+/-1mm)

2、材质：100g书写纸

3、颜色：单色印刷

4、装订方式：风琴折页
R3.4.K330006002A


